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Go OF A GRADED RINGC)

BY

LESLIE G. ROBERTS

Abstract. We consider the Grothendieck group G0 of various graded rings,

including G0(A'n) where A is a commutative noetherian ring, and A'n is the A-

subalgebra of the polynomial ring A[X0,..., Xn] generated by monomials of degree

r. If A is regular, then G0{A'n) has a ring structure. The ideal class groups of these

rings are also considered.

Introduction. Let A be a commutative noetherian ring with 1, and let G0iA)

denote the Grothendieck group of ^-modules of finite type, as in [1]. Let A'n he

the /á-subalgebra of A[X0,..., Xn] generated by the monomials of degree r (the

Xi are indeterminants). Then we consider G0(Arn). My original attack on this

problem made use of the exact sequence in Theorem 6.2, p. 492 of [1]. This method

is sufficient to handle the case where A is regular, and an exposition for the case

where A is a field can be found in [11]. The method used in this paper, that of

blowing up the cone Spec (Arn) at the vertex, was suggested to me by Grothendieck,

and is sufficient to handle the case where A is not regular, as well as other graded

rings besides A\. The case where A is not commutative, but is regular, can be

handled by my original approach—this is done in §8.

The motivation for this paper comes from several sources. The groups GQiArn)

are closely related to the groups K0(An) iK0iA'n)) considered in [5], and I had hoped

originally to obtain information about the latter groups by calculating G0iA'n).

This relation is discussed in §6. Furthermore, the ideal class groups of the Arn are

calculated by Samuel for A a field in [9] (with various restrictions on the field).

We have a surjection G0(Arn) -> Z © c(Ar„) (by [4, §4, Proposition 16]), and it will

be shown that this map is not necessarily an isomorphism.

Unless otherwise stated, the notation will be that of E.G. A. [6], [7], Throughout,

Z denotes the ring of integers.

2. G0 of a graded ring. Let 2?=0nso Bn be a commutative graded ring, such

that 2f0 = A is noetherian, and B is generated as an ^-algebra by a finite number of

elements of 2»V Let Z=Proj (B), and let/: X-*- Spec A be the structure morphism.
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188 L. G. ROBERTS [April

Let Se=(9x(l) and let S be the /(-algebra S=A® (0„ai r(.S?®»)). Then by Propo-

sition 8.8.2, p. 178 of [6], we have a commutative diagram

1
Spec ̂

-> F(J2?) ■

-» Spec (5)
0

/

Spec ̂ 4

where ^ and n are the structure morphisms and e is the closed immersion corre-

sponding to the augmentation homomorphism S-+ A (that is, the homomorphism

sending elements of positive degree to zero). The morphism / is the zero section of

V(SC). Furthermore the restriction of g to V(ä')—j(X) gives an isomorphism

g: V(<e)-}(X)->Spec(,S*)-£(Spec A).

The canonical homomorphism of graded rings a: 7?-> S is a TTV-isomorphism

by Proposition 2.3.1, p. 102 of [7]. That is, there exists N so that, for « = TV,

an: Bn -> Sn = Y(SC®n) is an isomorphism. Let x,,...,xr be elements in B, which

generate 7? as an ,4-algebra. Then the D(x¡) give an open covering of Spec B— V(B+),

and D(a(xt)) give an open covering of Spec S-V(S+) = Spec(S) — e(Spec A).

(Here, as usual, + denotes the elements of positive degree, and D(f) = Spec - Vif).)

Since a is a TV-isomorphism, it follows readily that a induces isomorphisms

a, : BXt -> Saíx¡), hence isomorphisms aa: D(a(xJ) -» D(xt). Thus a gives an iso-

morphism aa: Spec S - eiSpec A)—-Spec B - V(B+). If we denote the structure

morphism and the augmentation morphism of B by >/> and e also, then we get, by

substituting Spec B in place of Spec (S), a commutative diagram

/
Y

Spec A

-> vise)

h

->■ Spec B

-*X

f

Spec A

where h = aa-g. Also restriction of « to V(£f)— j\X) gives an isomorphism

«: Vi¿£)— jiX)-* Spec B-e($pec A). This substitution is unnecessary if a is

already an isomorphism, as is the case if B=A[X0,..., Xn] iX, indeterminants)

or if B is integrally closed.

The scheme Vi^C) is obtained by blowing up S at S+. Since Proj is unchanged

if the graded ring is changed in a finite number of degrees, F(-SQ is also obtained by

blowing up B at the ideal B+. (Blowing up is defined on p. 153 of [6].)

For a noetherian scheme, let K' denote the Grothendieck group of locally free

sheaves of finite type, and Tí", denote the Grothendieck group of coherent sheaves,
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as in [10]. Thus 2v.(Spec B) = G0(B). From the above commutative diagram of

schemes, we get a commutative diagram

K(X) -^ K(V(&))-> K.(V(<£)-j(X))-y 0

/* K /<*

G0(A)-> G0(B)-> /¿(Spec B-e(Spec A))-> 0

The horizontal rows are exact sequences by Proposition 1.1, Exposé IX of [10].

The morphisms/and « are proper, so the homomorphisms/* and «„. can be defined

as in [3, p. 110] (there called/,).

By Proposition 1.6, ExposéIX of [10], n*: 2v.(Y)^- KiV(^)) is an isomorphism.

(77* is defined since 7r is a flat morphism.) Since tt oj is the identity on X, we have

thaty* is an inverse for 7r*. By Proposition 1.8 Exposé IX of [10], j* °/, is multi-

plication by l-Gil)eK\X). Identify K.iX) and K\V(&)) by isomorphism j*.

Then the above diagram yields :

Theorem 1. Let B be a graded ring as at the beginning of this section, and let

X= Proj (2?). Then we have an exact sequence

GoiA) —> G0iB) —+ K.iX)Hl-(9il))KiX) —> 0,
e*

where e* is induced by the augmentation homomorphism 2? —> B0 = A.

Corollary. Ife* is zero, then Go(2?)s2i.(X)/(l-0(l))/C(A').

3. Applications. If the augmentation homomorphism B _!_,, A factors through

a pure transcendental extension, 2?_îL> A[X] e3> A, with e1 surjective, then s* is

zero. For et is the composition

GoiA)^UG0iA[X])^±>G0iB),

and I claim that G0(e2) is zero. For let M he any yl-module. Then we have an exact

sequence of ^4-modules 0 —>. M[X] ^ M[X] —> M—> 0, where M[X]

= M ®A A[X]. This shows that the class of M in G0iA[X]) is zero. Some examples

are the following:

(1) B = Arn, as defined in the introduction. (If the degrees are divided by r, then

the above hypotheses on B are satisfied.) Then Arn^- A factors through A[X] by

sending XI to X and any term involving Xt (/>0) to zero. Also Proj (Arn)=P2

(projective «-space over A), and

K.(Pl) = G0(A)[X]/(X^1)       (= G0(A) ®z Z[X]/(Xn+i))

(Proposition 3.1, Exposé IX of [10]). We may choose X so that the class of 6(1)

in Km(Pl) is (1 + Xy. Thus we have
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Theorem 2. Let A be a commutative noetherian ring with unit, and let Arn be as

defined in the introduction. Then G0(Arn) = G0(A) ®z Z[X]/(Xn + 1, (1 + X)r-1).

Corollary. IfG0(A)=Z, then G0(Arn)=Z[X]/(Xn + 1, (l + X)r-l).

(2) Let B be the homogeneous coordinate ring of an algebraic variety V over an

algebraically closed field K=B0. Let P be any closed point of Spec B (other than

the origin). Then the straight line through the origin and P is an affine line which

is a closed subscheme of Spec B. Thus we have a surjection B^-K[X] and the

corollary to Theorem 1 again applies, yielding G0(B) = Kj(V)l(l-O(l))KfV). For

example, if F is a complete nonsingular curve, then KfV)=Z® Pic (V)

=Z©Z©Pic0(F), and 0(1) is the class of a hyperplane section. If 0(1) is of

degree r, the direct sum decomposition Pic (V)=Z® Pic0 (V) can be chosen so

that the class of 0(1) is r © 0. Thus we get G0(7i) =Z© Z/rZ© Pic0 (V).

More generally, let B=K[x,,..., xn] be the homogeneous coordinate ring of

an algebraic variety over field K that is not necessarily algebraically closed, with

the xt homogeneous of degree one. Let P be a closed point (other than the vertex)

with residue field KP. Then KP is a finite extension of K, of degree dP, and we have a

surjection eP: K[x,,..., xn] -» KP. Suppose eP(xt)=xl. Then we have a homo-

morphism K[x,,..., xn] -*■ KP[X] (X an indeterminant) defined by Xt^-XiX.

This map is well defined since K[x,,..., xn] = K[X,,..., Xn]/I, where the X{ are

indeterminants, and 7 is a homogeneous ideal. It is easily seen that KP[X] is a

K[x,,..., xj-module of finite type. Thus we have a commutative diagram

K[x,,...,xn]->KP[X]

K

and the induced maps on G0 show that the image of e* is killed by dP. Thus the

image of e* is killed by the greatest common divisor of the dP, as P ranges over all

the closed points of Spec B (other than the vertex). In particular, if there is a K-

rational point, then e* = 0 and the corollary to Theorem 1 applies.

4. The ring structure on G0.   Suppose A is a commutative noetherian regular

ring of finite Krull dimension d. Then G0(A) = K0(A) is a ring, so

G0(A'n) = K0(A)®zZ[X]/(X^\(l + Xy-l) = K0(A)[X]/(X» + \(l+Xy-l)

is a ring. If r > 1, then Arn is not a regular ring, so one might not expect G0(Arn) to

have a ring structure. However, Spec ^4^ is regular outside of V((Arn)+), and we

have shown that G0(Arn) = KfSpec Arn-V((Arn)+)) and the latter equals

K'(SpecArn— V((Arn)+)) which has a ring structure. The ring structure can be

described explicitly in terms of ^-modules of finite type as follows. Let M and TV

be ^-modules of finite type, and let [M] and [N] denote their classes in G0(Arn).

>KP
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Then [M][N] = 2l=o+1 (- l)'[Tor, (M, N)]. This is a well-defined multiplication,

since if 0 -> Nx -> A7 -»• 7v*2 -»■ 0 is a short exact sequence, then we have an exact

sequence 0 -> ^^ Torn+d + 1 (A/, A^) ->-► Af ® N -> M <g> W2 -> 0. The mod-

ule X has support contained in V((A\)+) since /i; is of Krull dimension n + d+l

and is regular outside of V((Arn)+). Thus [^1=0 in G0(Arn). Note that if M and TV

are locally free outside of e(Spec A), then [M][N] = [M <g) A7].

If A is any noetherian ring of finite Krull dimension, and any module whose

support is contained in the singular locus has zero image in G0(A), then one can

put a ring structure on G0(A) in the same manner as above. The above examples

indicate that such rings are fairly common.

5. The abelian group structure. We consider the abelian group structure of the

ring Z[X]/(Xn + 1, (l + A')r-l) = 2in,r. Multiplication by X gives a homomorphism

2?n_1-r iL». Bn>r with cokernel Z. Let Fe Z[X] represent an element in the kernel.

Then XF=AXn + 1 + B((l + X)r- 1) with A,BeZ[X], and F=AXn + BG, where

G=((l + X)r- l)/X. But Xn is already zero in 2?n_lr. Thus the kernel is principal,

generated by the class of G = r+(terms involving X). This element of 2?n_lr is of

infinite order so we have an exact sequence

Clearly Bnr is of rank one, so write Bnr=Z @ Trn. The last homomorphism in the

exact sequence is projecting onto the first direct summand. Thus we have an exact

sequence 0 —=► Z -iL> Z © Vn _ x —> Tl —> 0. Form the commutative diagram

0 0

*n-i-*o

*Tl-*0

* Z/rZ-»■ 0

0 0

All rows and columns are exact. Therefore there exist maps in the last column

■*0-»-lï-i-

k

->Z     G   >Z@Tl-i

77l

0->z ->z
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making the diagram commute and the last column exact. Therefore we have an

exact sequence

Q-+7Z-i-+ll-+ZlrZ^0.

Since T¿=0, we have T[=Z/rZ, and more generally that Trn is of order r".

Now suppose that r=r,r2 where r, and r2 are relatively prime. Then we have a

surjection of rings 7?n,rir2 -> BnJx -> 0 and hence a surjection T¡y» -> 7^1 -^ 0. This

splits since T^ has order r", the kernel has order r2, and (r1( r2) = 1. Thus T^ is the

subgroup of 7Jir» consisting of all elements killed by r?. Similarly for r2, so

TnlT2 = T£i © 7^2. This reduces the problem tora prime power.

The abelian group Tn has generators X, X2,..., Xn, and relations 2¡=i QXt+s,

0 = j = « — 1, where the C\ are the binomial coefficients, and the summations stop

with the term Xn.

Suppose first that r is a prime. Then CT, = r, and C¡ has a factor r, 2^i<r— 1.

By subtracting the above relations from each other in a suitable way, we get a

new equivalent set of relations of the form

rX1 + s+Xr + s + 2 atXi + s,       Oáí</i-l,

(again stopping each summation with the term Xn). By induction define a new set

of generators e,,...,en by e¡ = X', luièr-l, and rei=-ei+r_,. By induction

we prove  that  ei = Xi + Jtj>i b,X'.  For  suppose  ei = Xi + ^ij>ibjXj.  Then re¡

= rjrHZi>jè/^=-^i + r"1-2i>i+r-lè;^',S0i>i+r_1 = r+r-1 + 2;>i+r-lè;A'i

as required. Thus e,,..., en generate Trn. Assuming that these relations among the

e¡ are all there are, then T/¡. has the following abelian group structure. If 1 <j»£r— 1,

then T'n is the direct sum of « copies of Z/rZ (with generators X, X2,..., Xn

respectively). As n varies from r to 2r—l, the copies of Z/rZ are changed one after

the other into Z\r2Z. Then they are changed one after the other into Z/rzZ, and so

on. We get a group of the required order, hence we have enough relations among the

et. In general, the generators of the cyclic groups will be X, X2,..., X1 where

r=inf(«, r-1).

Now assume r =pa, a > 1. Each of the C¡r, 2^i<p, has a factor r. Thus, as above,

we can change our relations to rX1+s+'2,i^paiXi+s, 0^s<n-l. The integer av is

divisible by p"'1, but not by pa. Thus, for 1 =«^/>-1, Trn is the direct sum of n

copies of Z/rZ, and in T'p one of the copies of Z/rZ is changed into Z/pa + 1Z

©Z//?"_1Z. After this, things seem more complicated.

Added in proof. The abelian group structure of Bn¡r has been completely

determined. See A. Chabour, C R. Acad. Sei. Paris Sér. A 272 (1971), p. 462.

6. Relation with open subsets of proj. Let/e A\ be homogeneous of degree r.

Then A^lf'1] is graded (in positive and negative degrees). Let Grn be the degree 0

part. Then ^^[/_:L] = G;[/,/_1] where / is an indeterminant over Grn. Also Grn

^A'Jif- l)Arn (Proposition 2.2.5, p. 24 of [6]). Finally 7)+(/) = Spec (Grn). We now
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have a surjection G0(An) -*■ G0(A'n[f-1]) = G0(Gn[f,f-1])?G0(Gn). This yields the

theorem on p. 299 of [5], but with A no longer required to be regular, and the

Grothendieck group G0 replacing K0.

Now suppose that r = 2, Ais regular, and G0iA) = K0iA)=Z. This puts us in the

situation discussed at the end of §6 in [5]. The above surjection reads

Z[X]/iX» + \il + X)2-l)-±Z[X]/iXl + \il+x)2-l) = KoiG'n),   l$n.

It was originally hoped that calculating G0iArn) would lower the upper bound on /,

but this has turned out not to be the case. At least, the possibility remains that /

could be as large as «, for suitable choice of A and /

7. The ideal class groups. The results in this section are included for com-

parison with G0. Let B he a graded Krull ring (in positive degrees.) Let 2)72(2?) be

the free abelian group on homogeneous prime ideals of height one, and let FHiB)

he the subgroup of 2)27(5) generated by the divisors of homogeneous elements of

2?. Then ciB) = DHiB)/FHiB) by Proposition 7.1, p. 24 of [9]. Let A^Proj (B),

and K= {f/g \ f, g are homogeneous elements in 2? of same degree} = stalk of X

at the generic point. The irreducible closed subsets of codimension one in X corre-

spond to homogeneous primes of height one in 2? (assuming B + is not of height ^ 1 ).

Let Xx be the set of generic points of irreducible subsets of codimension one in X.

Then for all P eXx, the stalk of Xat P is a discrete valuation ring, so we can define

the divisor of « e K by («) = 2 vP(h) PasP ranges over Xx. If, as above, we identify

the P's with the homogeneous primes of height one in B it is readily seen that this

divisor of « is the same as the divisor of « regarded as an element in the quotient

field of B. (The last observation shows that vP(h) = 0 for all but a finite number of

P e Xu) Thus if we let c(Jf) = free abelian group on irreducible subsets of codimen-

sion one of X, factored out by the subgroup generated by the divisors of functions

(i.e., elements of K), then c(X) = DH(B)/FH0(B), where FH0(B) is the subgroup of

DH(B) generated by the divisors of elements of K.

We now have an exact sequence

0 -> FH(B)/FHo(B) -> c(X) -> c(B) -> 0.

The homomorphism degree : FH(B) -> Z has kernel FH0(B), and the image will

be isomorphic to Z. Thus FH(B)/FH0(B)^Z (noncanonically) and our exact

sequence reads 0 -> Z -> c(X) -> c(B) -> 0.

Now take X=Pl=Vro] A[X0,..., Xn], where A is a Krull ring. Then c(B)

= c(A), so the exact sequence reads

0 -> Z -> c(P2) -> c(A) -* 0.

Let L be the quotient field of A. Then we have a splitting homomorphism c(PD

-+c(Pf)=Z. Thus c(PA)=Z@c(A). We also have P^=Tro] (Arn). The ring A\

is a Krull ring since Arn = KrnC\ A[X0,..., Xn], where KTn is the quotient field of A\.
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The exact sequence reads 0 -> Z -» Z © ciA) -> ciArn) -> 0. The image of 1 e Z

is r, so we get ciArn)=ZjrZ® ciA). This shows that the homomorphism G0iArn)

-> Z © ciArn) (where A is noetherian integrally closed) is not an isomorphism if

r>\.

Divisorial ideals (of Arn) corresponding to the elements of Z/rZ can be taken as

Ii = Xo~'Ji, where Jt is the ,4^-submodule of A[X0,...,Xn] generated by the

monomials of degree /', 0^/'ár-l. The ideal 7¡ is divisorial since I{ = An

n iX^-'/Xl''), but is not invertible if i>0.

Now we remark that if 7i=0nao Bt is a graded Krull ring, then Pic 7?=Pic B0.

The inclusion 7?0 -> B induces, by ®Bo B, a monomorphism Pic (7¿0) -*■ Pic B

which we need only show is onto. Proposition 7.1, p. 24 of [9], shows that it is

sufficient to consider graded projective modules of rank one, and by Proposition

3.3, p. 637 of [1], these are all of the form P0 <g>Bo B. This is a slight generalization

of Lemma 5.1 of [8].

The results of this section can be summarized as follows:

Theorem 3. Let B be a graded Krull ring (/'« positive degrees) such that the

elements of positive degree do not form a prime ideal of height ¿ 1. Let Z=Proj (ß).

Then there is an exact sequence 0 -> Z -> c(Y) -*■ dB) -> 0. If A is any Krull ring,

then ciArn) = Z/rZ® ciA). Finally, if B is any graded Krull ring in positive degrees,

then PicB = ?icB0.

8. The noncommutative case. Let A be a right noetherian ring (as defined in

[1, p. 122]). Let Arn be the /1-subalgebra of Bn = A[X0,...,Xn] generated by

monomials of degree r. Let S be the (central) multiplicative set generated by XI.

Then S-'A'^AiXo/Xn, X,/Xn,..., Xn-,/Xn, XI, X~r], which is right regular.

Thus we may apply Theorem 6.2, p. 492 of [1], to get an exact sequence

K,iS-'An) —* G0iAn/XrnAn) —> GMl) —-> KM'10 —* 0.

But K,iS-1Arn) = K0iA)@K,iA) and K0iS " lATn) = K0iA) by Theorem 2 and

Theorem 1 of [2], respectively. We have a surjection An/XrnArn -> ATn_, with nil-

potent kernel. Thus by Proposition 2.3, p. 454 of [1], we have an isomorphism

G0iAn-,)->GiAn/X¡í). Furthermore d kills K,iA), since in the statement of

Proposition 6.1, p. 492 of [1], a can already be taken as an automorphism. Thus

we get an exact sequence

K0iA) -► G0iAn-,) -> G0iAn) -> KM) -* 0.

If M is a Zrn module, then A/-* M ®z .4-Torf (M, A) defines a homomorphism

GMn) -> GMn)- We now have the following commutative diagram :

0->Z-^GMn-i)->GMTn)->Z-»0

KM)-*■ G0iA'n-,)-> GMTn)-► KM)-> 0
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In §2, the rings G0(Z£) were found to be Z[X]/(Xn + 1, (l + X)r) = Bn,r. If we tensor

the top row with K0(A) the sequence remains exact (except at the left) since the top

row is the direct sum of two short exact sequences 0-^Z^2?n_lr ^ Ti->-0

and 0 -* Z -> Z -*■ 0. The groups in the bottom row are 2v0(/l)-modules. Thus we

get a commutative diagram

Ko(A)- -+Bn_ur ®z K0(A) Bn.r ®z Ko(A) -> Ka(A)-► 0

K0(A)

/,-

->G0(An.1)

în

■* Go(A'n) -> K0(A)-► 0

The diagram is commutative by the universal mapping property of ®. Now/0 is

an isomorphism. Therefore we may use the five-lemma to conclude by induction

that /„ is an isomorphism for all «. This proves

Theorem 4. Let A be a right noetherian regular ring. Then G0(An) ̂  K0(A) ®z

Z[X]/(Xn + 1,(l + Xy-l).
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